NAVAJO FAMILY VOICES

WEAVER SPIN-OFF, K’É HEALTHY FAMILY CIRCLE

SUNDAY JANUARY 26, 2020 | 9AM – 3:30PM
TWO GREY HILLS TRADING POST
GAS CARDS FOR GREATER THAN 5 MILES

HEALTHY LUNCH & LUNCH PRESENTATION
K’É (FAMILY) SUPPORT
EXTRA HEALTHCARE NEEDS OF CHILDREN & YOUTH

✓ 9:00AM – 3:30PM  Weavers Circle
✓ 11:30AM  Introduction of Lunch Menu and Nutrition Education
  • Healthy foods are offered by combining ancestral and modern foods to build food networks.
  • Cultural teachings from the land – by Kyle Jim & Megan Johnson
✓ Noon – 1:30PM  Lunch Served
  • Presentation & toolkits for K’é family support and extra healthcare needs of children and youth
  • Toolkits include: Dr. Visit Checklist & Screener survey

Diné Introspective: Community based organization to Advocate for Indigenous people through Social, Environmental, and Digital Justice.

Navajo Family Voices: Families of Children and Youth with Extra Healthcare Needs helping and supporting other families on the Navajo Nation.

CONTACT:
Kyle Jim: (505)360-9633  Megan Johnson: (505)860-6470